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Sunny spring diversions issue
Debt reduced

Senate approves
$1500 for Tabard

Spectator, reserving the right
that
any final contract with the
The ASSU approved senate University
shall be ratified by the
$1500
75-12,
allocating
to
bill
senate.
Tabard Inn to help eradicate its
Jim Walker, president,argued
$2900 debt, at Monday's
removing the publications'
that
meeting.
funds
the ASSU budget
Brian Healy, chairman, would from
give the University a
committee,
reported,
finance
view of how much
"There are no contracts regar- realistic
money ASSU actually has to
Tabard;
they
ding SAGA and
spend. ASSU cannot use
were all verbal agreements."
publication funds. These funds
up half of the present
make
THE conflicts between SAGA
budget.
ASSU
and Tabard were blown out of
article,
Spectator
proportion in a
THE senate will negotiate the
Healy contended.
budget with Michael R. Moore,
possibilities
facing
He said the
president for finance, on
Tabard are to beseparately fund- vice
Friday.
ed by ASSU or taken over by
They expect the ASSU allotSAGA while still retaining a
student manager.
ment for 1975-76 to increase
Fr. Mick Larkin, S.J.,director because of tuition hikes, accorof student activities, explained ding to Bob Casey, first vice
the administration wanted to president.
register Tabard funds separately
The "senate also approved the
to give Dan Layman,Tabard comanager, a chance to see how new AWS constitution and the
appointment of Tim Brown,
Tabard makes money.
freshman class president, and
SOME senators expressed the Tom Blum, senator.
opinion that it would be nice if
Annie Robinson and Ed
Tabard managers did not have to Aaron had excused absences.
$2900
debt,
start each year witha
Dirk Bartram was also absent.
whether the ASSU would take it
by Susan Burkhardt

over or not.

the right foreground. The senators, from left
to right, are: Jim Walsh, Marsha Martin,
John Shannon, Rosemary Ferri and Loretta
—photo by rick bressler
Williams.
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MUN goes south, annual session held

Presently, ASSU is responsible only for Tabard's
maintenance.
The senate also passed s.b. 75by Casey Collins
-7, which provides that the ASSU
The Model United Nations
shall relinquish control of the
funding of the Aegis and The delegation returned Sunday

Project Aheadaids
college students
If you are a high school
graduate about to enlist in the
U.S. Army or if you are already
serving on active duty, you are
eligible for Project Ahead.
Project Ahead allows the student to select a college for later
attendance and receive
assistance in studies toward a
college degree while completing
military service.
The high school student must
first submit a recommendation
from his high school principal
and then be accepted for admittance at S.U. While on active
duty, the student may ac-

808 CASEY, ASSU first vice president,
(back to camera) conducts Monday night's
senate meeting in the Chieftain Conference
Room. Kirn Revet, executive secretary, is in

cumulate college credit by atten-

ding classes on campus or at the

Army post. An adviser willassist

each student to insure that all
college work is accreditable to a
degree at S.U.
A full-time student in Project
Ahead receives 12 military
science credits for active duty
experience and will be credited
with two years of ROTC.
For further information on
Project Ahead, contact Lt. Col.
Arch O. Bourque, Military
Science department chairman,at
626-5775.

evening from the 25th annual mosphere and cooperative spirit
Model United Nations of the Far of the Assembly. "This is great!
West (MUNFW). The Univer- Saudi Arabia promised to cosity of California at Fullerton sponsor my amendment, and
hqsjed 1100 delegates and ad- Somalia is supportive too. ."
visers representing 70 colleges
Hobnobbing with Dr.
from 10 western states at Cashman in the Executive ComAnaheim's Disneyland Hotel.
mittee was veteranLarry Brouse.
LEAVING Tuesday at 8 a.m. Regarding S.U.s proposal to
with Dr. Ben Cashman, adviser host the session in 1978, he
and political science chairman, predicted, "We'll get it. Our 1972
the nine representatives arrived session was the best in recent
25 hours later in time to spend memory,and we'll have the time

..

the afternoon at Disneyland.
Sherie Peterson, secretarygeneral, delivered the opening
address to the General Assembly
(G.A.) at 7 p.m., welcomed the
participants and business commenced.
Representing the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan in the G.A.
was delegation chairman Mike
Hackett. Hackett was impressed
with his first exposure to the
parliamentary setting, serious at-

and talent to do it again." So get
ready, freshmen, for 1978 in
Seattle, 1977 in San Diego, and
next year in Oakland,California.
The Friday evening banquet
was the social highlight of the
session. Dining on steak and
listening to John Richardson,
State Department official, call
for international cooperation in
his keynote address, delegates
danced afterwards, met again to
conduct committee business and

retired early Saturday morning.
HAVING considered reports
from the Economic and Social
Council, the World Population
Conference, the International
Court of Justice and six other
special committees, the G.A.
wrapped up their package at
noon Saturday.
Driving north to sunny Santa
Barbara, the delegation had a
picnic lunch and relaxed on the
beach, noting with interest certain suntanned volleyballers.
Next began the long trip back to
campus, uneventful save for
Hackett's trumpet solos (without
an instrument), lsam Khalefs
adventure stories and Larry
Brouse's limericks.
MUN intends to represent
Japan next year. Contact any
delegate or Dr. Cashman for
information. Soyonara.

Rome signups due May 3
May 3 is the last day to make
reservations for S.U.s ltalian-inRome program. There are 20
spaces available.

Students deciding to take
courses in Rome this summer
(June 12 to August 1) must place
their deposit with Fr. Francis K.
Biscijjlia, S.J., director.
" Those in need of financial aid
should see Col. Michael J.
Dolan, director of financial aid,
as soon as possible. Fr. Bisciglia
also plans to apply for a free

admission card to all the
National Museums of Italy for
the students.
Students wishing to go to Europe but not attending classes
may take advantage of the student rate. Tickets must be
bought by June 2 at Scan Travel
Service, 522 Union. The student
air-fares areeligible for one year.

Alumni assistant
director named
S.U. has a new assistant directhe Alumni
House.
Susan Hunter will be working
with Geoff Stamper, director of
alumni. She willbe a go-between
for both alumni and graduates in
search of jobs. Ms. Hunter will
coordinate visits to the campus
by large companies and help set
tor for placement in

up interviews between the

stu-

dent and the companyrepresen-

tatives.
She also works with thealumni Board of Governors.
A master's degree in guidance
and counseling at S.U. is her
present aim. She had been working in S.U.s admissions office as
a transfer student evaluator.

Amateurs encouraged

Brannigan: suspense
and Wayne comedy
by Susan Burkhardt
For those who enjoy pure
entertainment, John Wayne's
new film Branniganprovides unrivaled suspense and typical
Wayne comedy setinsome of the
most famous areas of London.
John Wayneas Jim Brannigan
plays a Chicago cop who flies
into London with extradition
papers for an underworld
millionaire.
HE WORKS with Scotland
Yard, specifically beautiful Judy
Geeson as Detective Sergeant
Jennie Thatcher.The main comedy of errors is played out
between Brannigan and Jennie's
boss. Sir Charles, as British

meets American mentality.
The film contains many con-

Song Fest to publish works

will feature the award winningcompositions performed by
famous recording artists.
Last yearan ABC Wide World
Special of the American Song
Festival had artists like Jose
Feliciano, Richie Havens and
Sarah Vaughan perform the top
tunes. Of 18 semi-finalists in last
year's contest,all earned a recording contract or had their work
published.

Attention all songwriters and
musicians. How many times
have you hadan experience that
inspired you to jotyour thoughts
on paper and write a song? And
after composing the song your
friends seemed to enjoy it and
you had an inkling itcould be a
hit?
The American Song Festival,
the only international
songwriting competition held in
the United States, may be your
opportunity to have your tune
published and heard by millions.
A Festival spokesperson explained that entrantsdo not have
to know how to write music but
simply have to record it on a

flicts centered around the
character of Brannigan, who
outsmarts Scotland Yard, the
underworld and a killer whohas
a contract on Brannigan.
The dialog is typical John
Wayne but enjoyable nonetheless. United Artists cashes in
on Wayne's usual film character
thrown into a foreign situation.
They found a winning formula.
The photography isexcellent.
It is used to help create the cassette.
various moods of the film.
"THE various songcategories
The plot is not socially relerock, country, folk, easy
are
just
Brannigan
is
for fun.
vant.

listening, soul and gospel," Milt

Hoffman, vice president of
production and the competition,
said.
The way the song festival
operates, Hoffman explained, is
by accepting tunes written by
writers from all over the world.
There are two author categories,
amateurs and professionals.
Following a survey of the entries
by the judges (record artist,
producers and other industry officials, a semi-finalist roster is
announced. In November a
program theater.
nationally-televised

Letters
student senate
To the editor:
The legislative power of the
ASSU shall be vested in the
student senate. The members of
the student senateare elected for
a term of one year (four every
quarter). When a student senate
seat is vacant, the seat shall be
filled by presidential appointment. The student senate shall
meet in regular sessions (as it is
now once a week when school is
in session). The student senate
shall determine its rules of
procedure. It may compel the
absence of its members, discipline its members, and with,
two-thirds of its members may
expel a member.
The student senate may establish suchcommittees as it may
deem necessary for the conduct
of its business. The student
senate shall inact no law except
by bill. All presidential appointments are subject to ap-

proval of the student senate. All
appropriation bills shall be
limited to the subject of appropriation. When a bill has
passed the student senate,it shall
be presented to the president and
if the student senate is in session
it shall become law if the president either signs or fails to veto it
within five days of presentation.

donations

To the editor:
Ihad the opportunity of taking the Seattle University community's donations of food,
clothing and money to the
Traveler's Aid Society today
(April 16). Their appreciation
was warm and heartfelt,both on
their own behalf and that of the
orphans.
Mrs. Kelty, their executive
director, said the donations
would be taken to the airport to
be available when the children
arrived. In case the orphans
never land in Seattle she said the
donations would be put to good
use. Often children come
through her office in desperate
need of a jacket or some decent
food. These items are always
needed, she said.
It felt good inside to take part
in the donations. There has been
some opinion voiced,locally and
around the country, the U.S.
should not have airlifted the
children so quickly to this country. There may be somecredence
to that argument. Idon't know.
But news these days is so
overwhelmingly depressing. I
just know it felt good to see a
clear need and be able to participate in filling it, on our own,
without a bureaucracyor endless
meetings or soldiers and guns

ANY BILL not approved by
the president shall be reconsidered by the student senate if,
upon reconsideration,two thirds
summer
of all the members shall agree to
registration
pass the bill,it shall become law.
The student senate shall require
Advance summer quarter
post-audits to be reported to it
registration begins April 28
and to the president.
and ends May 16, from9a.m.The student senate may im-4 p.m. daily. Special evening
peach the president, vice
registration is 4-7:30 p.m.
presidents, treasurers, heads of
April 28, 29 and from May 14,
principle departments, com15.
mittees or other administrative
The procedure for students
agencies, judicial officers and
spring quarter is to
enrolled
such other officers of the
meet with your adviser and
Associated Students as be made
prepare a class schedule. Brsubject to impeachment by law.
ing the signed adviser's form
Two-thirds of all members
to the registrar's office to pick
(senate) shall provide by law
up
and verify class cards. Tuiprocedures for the trial and
statements will be mailed
tion
removal from offices, after conto advance registrants on or
viction ofofficers so impeached.
after May 26.
The student senate shall
Continuing students who
provide by general law for the
do not complete advance
government of the Associated
registration by May 16 must
Students organizations and endeclare an intent to enroll for
tities and for the methods and
summer quarter by listing
procedures of chartering,
their names at the registrar's
regulating and dissolving such
by June 6. Registration
office
organizations and entities. All
packets for summer are
elected officials of the Associated
prepared only for those
Students are subject to recall by
whodeclare anintent
students
the voters of the Associated
Delays in registraattend.
to
Students. Amendments to this
can be expected by those
tion
by
constitution may be proposed
who overlook the June 6
the student senate or by the
closing date.
declaration
initiative. An amendment
Continuing, new and readproposed by the student senate
mitted students who are unshall be agreed to by a record
vote of a majority of its
able to advance register may
register on June 12 or 13 on a
members.
walk-in basis. Those who
John Shannon
Senator
Wednesday, April 23, 1975/ The Spectator
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ONE case of stardom brought
1974's American Song
Festival was Tim Moore for his
song "Charmer." In addition to
having his tune released on
Asylum, Moore also won
$30,500 and a grand piano.
This year's deadline forentries
is June 3. Cost is $10.85. "For
that nominal price we can
guarantee someone, who can do
something with your song, will
hear it,"added Hoffman.
Songwriters interested in obtaining entry forms may obtain
one at any Sterling movie
by

getting in the way.
A passerby walking down
Fourth Avenue stopped and
helped us with the boxes in
through the arcade and up to the
sixth floor. He smiled broadly
"I'd like to get to know you"
when he discovered what he was
helping to carry. That smile felt has been chosen as the theme for
the 1975-76 orientation camgood to me, too.
Sincerely, paign.
Steve Jagger has been selected
Carol McLaughlin
p.s. 1 have a thank you from as general chairman of theorienTraveler's Aid pinned to my wall. tation committee. Welcoming
Anyone is welcome to come see committee chairman is Jim Ruff
it.

Orientation theme chosen

Seniors to receive awards

Hawaiian luau
To the editor:

On behalf of all who dined on
poi and lomi lomi Saturday
evening, 1 wouldlike to thank all
the members of the Hawaiian
Club for making theluau suchan
enjoyable evening. The
decorations, dancers and
musicians brought the beauty
and spirit of Hawaii to Seattle.
Mike Ribao, general chairman,
deserves special thanks for coordinating such a large and
superbly executed event.
Again, mahalo nui loa for an
enjoyable evening.
Sincerely,
Fr. Mick Larkin, S.J.
director for student
activities

official notices
register on June 16, the first
class "day, must do so accor-

ding to their assigned registration numbers which determine the hour they report for
registration.

graduation

Graduate students must
clear all "N" grades by May
also. "N" removal forms are
available from the registrar's
office.

■*mm- "^■^ "^■^

in
Swegle
cinder

i

student teachers

~«»

Two to
in speech

summer

1.

i»

The annual senior graduation at S.U. is planned for May 30 at
party for all minority students the New Heritage House. All
students and faculty are invited.
Highlight of the event will be
presentation
compete ving seniors. of awards to deserIn order to do this,
toumey nominations
from students and
Two forensic members, Dick faculty are requested. Booths
Hagen and Gary Yudor, will will be set up in the Chieftain,
participate in the Big Sky Inter- and Bookstore, noon to 2 p.m.,
collegiate SpeechTournament at and Bellarmine, 1 1 a.m. to 2
the University of Montana this p.m., today through Friday for
nominations of deserving
weekend.
Both students will enter im- seniors.
promptu speaking contests.
Also, Hagen will offer a persuasive speech and Tudor will
first
present an expository speech.
trip
last
forensic
be
the
This will
meets
two
for the year.
Liane Swegle, S.U.s onewoman' track team, has comsuccessfully the past two
" peted
weeks.
secondary candidates must
April 12 she competed in
meet the requirement.
A theOn Flathead
Community
applicaThe deadline for
ICollegeInvitationalin
Montana,
tion for September Ex- ¥ taking first place in the 880 yard
perience is April 28, 1975. A run with a time of 2:12.1 Debbie
Forms are available in the IQuatier, of the Falcon Track
School of Education Office, f Club, was second in 2:15.7.
The same date is also the ,
On April 19 Ms. Swegle ran to
deadline for fall quarter stu- 1 another first place finish, this
dent teaching applications. 1 time in the Simon Fraser InStudents unsure of their
vitational in British Columbia.
status should see their adviser k She won
the 800 meter run witha
immediately.
time of 2:11.8. She was also
named the outstanding woman
of the meet.
Ms. Swegle's next action is
Saturday at 11 a.m. in West
registration
Seattle Stadium. She will be
competing in the Falcon InAdvance summer quarter f vitational.
registration begins Monday a
and will run through May 16, I
from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. daily, f
Spectator
Special eveningregistration is
Published Wednesdays andFridays duringthe
4-7:30 p.m. Monday,Tuesday k
year except on holidays and during exI school
and May 14, 15.
aminations by Seattle University. Edited by S.LJ.
students with editorialand business officesat 825
Graduate students must
10th Ave.. Seattle WA 98122. Second class
postage paid at Seattle, Washington. Subscripclear all "N" gradesby May 1. k
tion: S4.S0 a year;close relatives, alumni. $3.50;
"N" removal forms are I
Canada Mexico. $4; other foreign addresses.
'
$6.25; airmail in the U.S.. $9.
registrar's
available from the
Jeffrey E. A. Rietveld
Editor
News Editor
Nathalie Weber
A
office.
Copy Editor
Connie Carlton
applicafor
I
Feature
Editor
Val Kincaid
"
The deadline
Gary Rizzuti
Photo Editor
tion for September ExChuck Curtis
Sports Editor
Gary.Ri/?uti
Business Manager
perience is Monday. Forms A
Mike Heulon
Ad Manager
Campbell
Bob
Adviser
are available in the School of I Professional
Faculty Moderator .. Fr. Emmett Carroll. SJ.
Education Office. The same f
Susan Burkhardt.
Reporters
Casey Collins. Mike DeFelice. Catherine
date is also the deadline for A
Gaynor, Joe Guppy. Josephine Malto, John
Sutherland.
fall quarter student teaching I Photographers
Rick Bressler
Hignitc
applications.
f Campus Distribution ...Socrates Karen
Soltani-Nasab

.

The final closing date for
LATE degree applications for
graduate and undergraduate
students intending to
graduate June 1975 is May 1,
1975. All applications filed
after May 1 will be for the
following year.
Students must pay the
application fee at the controller's office and present the
"receipt to the registrar byMay

Starting next year any student teaching fall, winter or
spring is required to complete
September Experience during
fall quarter.
Montessori student
teachers and some Special
Education (Mentally Retarded) student teachers are exceptions to the rule; however,
all regular elementary and

and Ann Parker is secretarial
committee chairman.
Thecommittee meetsat 1p.m.
every Wednesday in the Chieftain Conference room. Anyone
interested in lending a hand is
invited to attend.

The

.

-

Entertainment and recreation
hiking

taverns
horseraces

restaurants
On-CampUS

\
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WOODSY OWL

/

DON'T BE A
DIRTY BIRD!

fSTOIDHM
(DOWN ON (
>

WASTE »
POLLUTION.

Get tough with your
trash and smash your
cans. Then put them in
a separate box from
your papers and bottles.
There are other ways
you can help. They're
on the Woodsy Owl
anti-pollution poster.
It's free when you write
Woodsy Owl,
Forest Service,U.S.D.A.,

Washington, D.C. 20250.

And Remember

Woodsys
Words of Wisdom:
Give a Hoot!
Don't Pollute!

E
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10MINUTES
OFYOUR TIME
COULDSAVE
A FRIEND'S UFL
In the time it takes to drive
your friend home, you could save
hisUfe.
Ifyourfriend's beendrinking
toomuch,he shouldn't be driving,
Theautomobile crashis the
numberone causeof deathof people
your age.And theironic thing is
that thedrunk drivers responsible

.

for killing youngpeople are most rLr;rLri~~jr"«r!LJ3!|~
1
DRUNK DRIVER,DEFT. V*
often other ywirVpeople.
I
Taketenminutes.Or twenty. BOX 2345
|ROCKVILLE,MARYLAND 20852
|
Oranhour.Driveyour friend
home.That'sall.If you can't do
iI
want to save afriend's life.
that, call a cab.Orlethim sleep
!Tell me whatelseIcando.
on your couch.
I Mvnim« i«
We're not askingyou to be |
"_ I
a doctor ora cop.Justa friend.
■
■

'

"

ICity
I

State

-

Zip

I

,-T

"YOUTH HICMWAVMJfnYADVBOdV COMMITTEE

IF YOU LETAFRIENDDRIVE DRUNK,YOU'RE NO FRIEND.

Q
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Those valuable moleskin pads

Hiking abounds near S.U.
by Nathalie Weber
Picture this:It'sa sunny spring
day and you have just climbed to

an elevation of 6500 feet. The
virgin forest clears on the trail
ahead and as you approach, the
clearing breaks into a valley,
with a shimmering lake at its
base and sharp rock cliffs towering on the other side.
LIKE pieces to a puzzle, the
perfect symmetry ofnature in the
mountains is breathtaking. Until
you realize that what's really
taking your breath is the high
elevation. And even if the sun's
out, maybe it isn't so warm
because there are still patches of
snow on the lake. Besides, the
sweat that a few minutes ago was
pouring from your face is now
freezing.
You're overcome by the feeling of accomplishment, accompanied with the feeling of sore
feet (where'd you put those
moleskin pads?) and strained
back muscles.
Discovering your unity with
nature is almost as meaningful
as discovering that your canteen
is empty. Inan effort topreserve
your feet, you crawl down the
slope to the edge of the lake and
return with a canteen and one
shoe full of water. Look on the
bright side: now you don't need
your moleskin pads because they
don't stick to wet feet anyway.
COLD, damp, strained
muscles and sore feet, it's all part
of being in the mountains.
Without them, there is little
challenge and you might as well
stay home with your electric
blanket.

There are hundreds ofhikes in
Western Washington that will
earn your aches for you,but ifit's

your first time out, don't forget
your moleskin pads.
Most of the hiking is concentrated in the Olympics,
Cascades, Mt. Baker and Mt.
Rainier. Many trails are snowbound at this time of year,
however, so it is advisable to
check with the Forest Service

...

before venturing to a destination safe and comfortable hiking. It's
much higher than a few hundred okay to romp in shorts and a Tshirt, but make sure you have
feet in elevation
some supplies for unexpected
weather. Just like Seattle,a heat
ALMOST guaranteed waveand snow storm occurring
hikable, Mt. Si has been a at the same time is nothing unfavored spot fora dayclimb. The usual.
round trip is eight miles to the
Common sense dictates that
Haystack with a high point of
packedin should be protein
food
impressive,
Pretty
but
4167 feet.
that are light weight and
foods
only
3538 will not
the elevation gain is
spoil. Raisins, nuts,
feet with a number of switch- cheeses and crackers are good
backs. Even more impressive is choices, but canned mushrooms
the view of the Snoqualmie and ice creamare not advisable.
Valleyfrom the top. Try tomake
Shoes should be somewhere
it on a clear day, as the view
tennis shoes and platto
between
very
nicely
lend
itself
doesn't
forms. Leather boots with
fog.
rubber-lug soles are preferable
Mt. Si is just east of North and should be worn with two
Bend on U.S. 10. Turn left at the pair of medium weight wool
second intersection (432nd SE- socks. Oh, yes; and don't forget
Stilson Road, going right your moleskin pads.
beyond the bridge for about two
miles.
The Lower Lena Lake hike in
the Olympic National Forest is a
comfortable two-mile trek. The
trail follows a creek all the way
by Chuck Curtis
up and rumor has it that fishing
Ihave been asked to write a
is good on the lake. Camping is story about taverns in Seattle.
also available if the two-miler Finally, I've got an excuse for
gives your blisters and youforget mom about my three years of
the good old moleskin pads.
research. There are a number of
fine drinking establishments in
TO ARRIVE at Lower Lena this lovely city, both with and
Lake's trailhead, drive north on without entertainment.
First, the taverns in the S.U.
U.S. 101 from Olympia toEldon,
turn left on Hamma Hamma area: The Sundance, on Pike
River Road and travel about Street, right off 1 Ith Avenue, is
one-half mile. Surprisingly as good as any to have a few
enough. Upper Lena Lake is on brews. It offers pool and a few
the same trail, only four miles pinball machines for entertainfarther up. It is usually snow- ment. The Sundance clientele is
mostly S.U. folk and is a good
bound until July.
An easy trek into Happy Four place to go have beers after a
Shelter in the Olympic National softball game, or just to go get
Park rain forest is 1 j miles high.
round trip with anelevation gain
THE FORUM, located at the
of 225 feet. The rain forest is corner of Pike Street and Harknown for its moss-laden vard about four blocks from
evergreens and wild elk. Special school,
offers very good
attraction, and no admission fee, sandwiches,
and a good atis the world's largest known mosphere. Not
really a spot for
grows
Sitka spruce tree which
sitting
drinking
and
all night, but
close to the trail about halfway fine for grabbing a quick meal
up.
and a pitcher.
The Broadway Tavern on the
Driveon U.S. 101 south from
Forks and turn lefton Hoh River corner of Broadway and Denny
offers super sandwiches in the
Road, continuing to road-end.
Proper clothing is essential to deli downstairs. They run from

— photo by
bernie zipp

Mt. Rainier

Area taverns super for dancing,
$Ito $1.75 and they are worthit.
The man behind the counter is
generous with the meat and the

sandwiches aren't rip-offs.
Upstairs, the tavern itself is
nice, with pool tables and alarge
collection of albums that the
bartender is happy to play on
your request. The locals are
mostly SCC students and a few
freaks. It is a friendly place to
drink.
GOLDIE'S on Broadwayis a
huge tavern with all kinds of
games like ping pong, and pool
tables. Your money disappears
quickly from this establishment.
Finally, we come tothe Cellar,
definitely a haunt of the Chieftain crowd. The Cellar offers
beer with pool and decent pizza.
The crowd is definitely get-high
and there's a good chance that
you'll spot a familiar face if, of
course, you can see straight.
The Cellar and Sundance
definitely rate as your best bets
on the local scene, and, though
they aren't fancy, very few people
drink the decor.
"But what about taverns in a
little nicer section of town,
maybe with a little entertain-

ment," you're saying. Shoot,you
read my mind. Iwas justcoming
to that.
THERE ARE several establishments in Seattle that offer
dancing and bands to go with
their beer. They also offer cover
charges, so your wallet must be
prepared to cope.
First and foremost among this
group is the Aquarius Tavern,
which is waythe hell up north on
Aurora Avenue, or Highway 99,
whichever you prefer. The
Aquarius continually offers fine
entertainment and dancing, getting much better bands than the
others in this category. It will,
however, be an expensive evening.
The District Tavern on 50th
Avenue, around Rooseveltin the
U. District, offers local bands
and dancing and gets moving
pretty well on weekends. This tav
draws a good amount of the U.of
W. fraternity and sorority
crowd. There may be a few noses
stuck to the ceiling, but you can
have a good time and hear good
music. The District is usually
crowded. Cover is about $2.50
on weekends and slightly less on

Restaurants cater to thin wallets, sore feet
by Connie Carlton
offered. Friends from S.U. currants and almonds are un- $2.95-3.25 dinner. Hours are 9
drink,
Eat,
be merry and try to should be easy to find at this usual attractions.adventurous, a a.m.-7 p.m.
For the less
Other unidentified sources
frequent stop.
study.
salad
and
day
stew
with
the homemade pea
of
the
recommend
The average student does
plate.
Sandwiches such as prime rib bread runs $3.75. A delicious soup and fruit and cheese
study and go to classes quite a
Park, 909 4th Aye.
called
GazThe
soup
Spanish
cold
Reuben,
dip,
dip,
sausage
hot
socializing
bit. But
is occasionalFor those with a little more
ly limited by transportation and hot pastrami and more are serv- pacho highlights the sandwich
money and/or appetite, The
money, both on the minus side. ed day and night to the tuneof85 menu.
Tuesday through Saturday, Park is the place to go. The
Despite the problems, there are cents to $2.25. Dinners feature
from outdoors are guaranteed to look
several restaurants in the im- hickory smoked ham, roast Cafe Sabika serves lunch
and pale in comparison with the
p.m.
to
1:30
11:30
a.m.
prime
turkey,
rib
and
kosher
mediate S.U. area that suit stuthe
corned beef withsalad,beverage, dinner Tuesday through Satur- greenery used to decorate
dent feet and budgets.
baked potato, vegetable and day from 5:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. ■restaurant.Motifs of fall, winter,
spring and summer are porrolls at $4 a plate, or so.
The Aspidistra Taco Company, sourdough
Mediterranean, 528 trayed.
$4.50
La
prime
for
rib.
Broadway
112
E.
For lunch a buffet with the
This six-table, 32 person
For 50 cents a slice, pie is a Broadway
For a change of pace. La food of one nationality each day
capacity restaurant of the greasy great late night snack.
a delicatessen- is served. French, German,
spoon variety is reputed to serve Cheesecake, banana cream, Mediterranean is
The relaxed at- Italian, East European and
the best taco in town. Out- pecan and raspberry should be goer's delight.
mosphere mingles with wrought Oriental foods can be sampled
rageous tacos and courageous enough said.
iron chairs and hand crafted for $2-2.25.
burritos, all served with sour
Bloch's opens at 9 a.m. and plank tables of the seaside scene.
Dinners include sandwiches,
tomatoes,
are remains open until "whenever,"
cream and
Bakery omelets and are being expanded
Plum
Sugar
The
guaranteed to titilate the usually around 11:30 p.m., seven
features homemade cookies, to East European dishes. The
tastebuds.
days a week. Fridaysand Satur- cheesecake, candies, brownies salads
are particularly wellgrill
can days have later hours until 12:30
Tortillas frying on the
deli meats known. The sky is the limitcakes.
The
usual
and
juke
a
carefully
watched
as
be
a.m.
and cheeses are sold alongside dinner, chefs and shrimp salads
box beats out the latest hits. A Cafe Sabika, 315 Pine St.
cheese, honey wheat and French are featured with alfalfa, bean
cup of hot apple cider
This European coffee house breads.
sprouts, mushrooms and more.
(unfermented) is a good pickup
setting is definitely out of the
Vegetarian, super bagel and
Huge brownies and cookies
for cold weather.
ordinary. Posters of old- barbecue beef are just a few of top off a dish for those who feel
from
about
90
range
Prices
fashioned bicycles, potted plants the deluxe sandwiches offered. the fillingmealsare not enough.
cents to $1.50. Hours are con- and, according to
Average prices are $2.50.
confidential Lunches and dinners specialize
ducive of students as Aspidistra sources, "good looking
waiters," in Creole chicken with Hours are 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
morning.
stays open until 3 in the
mushrooms, spaghetti, pizza, until 2 a.m. on Fridays and
Block's Restaurant, 605 15th E. complete the decor.
fried rice and sweet-and-sour Saturdays. The Russian
Portugese
Spanish,
and
MidBlocb's stresses an outdoor
atmosphere, reasonable prices dle Eastern foods ranging from pork. Ethnic dishes are also Samovar, 806 E. Roy St.
A Russian-style cottage
and consistently good food. In- $1.25 to $3.95 are prepared. stressed.
giant
a
25
cent
provides
Prices
run
from
the setting for the
meatballs,
sandwiches,
huge
fettucini and
Turkish
numerable
pies are apricot halves in honey with cookie to a $1.95 sandwich to a relatively unknown art of Rus-

salads and homemade
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sian cooking. Sour cream and
borsch are the staples. Handpainted walls and stained-glass
windows portray Russian
aristocratic tradition and
folklore.
The buffet luncheon features
cold cuts, salads, fried chicken,
cabbage rolls, fish, stuffed
peppers and others for $2 plus
beverage.

Dinners emphasize the Russian cuisine. Beef stroganoff,
gobleski, bastrooma and brace
of rainbow trout, some
recognizable dishes and some
not, provide a different experience than the usual
American entrees. Prices vary
from $4.45 to $6.75 and include
soup, salad, entree, relish dish,
rice, beverage and dessert.
Next time the hunger pains
strike, sore feet or low budget'
need not stop the truly starving
student. Spanish, Portuguese,Middle Eastern, delicatessen,,
bakery, sandwich, Russian and,
American foods are all available"
in the immediate vicinity.

-

Many other restaurants arealso located on the main strips
Broadway,Pike and 15th. A little
investigation pays off for that
early morning, mid-afternoon
and late night snack, meal or
whatever. Epicurean delights
literally lie just around the
comer —try some.

Port Townsend amid the Olympics: a cultural paradise
Many of the shops on
Water Street, downtown, were
formerly taverns, opium dens
and houses of ill repute. The
today,selling anquiet
Townsend is an historic and tiques,shops ofcrafts
hand
and imports,
cultural paradise.
items, are
day
as
well
as
every
Located on the northeast cor- relics of a
past.
violent
more
ner of the Olympic Peninsula at
two main streets,
The
town
has
Puget
Sound,
the entry to
the
the other
city is famous for her Victorian one downtown and
uptown. In the 1880s proper
homes.
young ladies and wives did their
FORMERLY, the town of
uptown because the
shopping
5,500 had a population of 20,000.
area was dangerous.
downtown
Her board of trustees expectedto
of
the legend includes
Part
be connected by railroad with pirates, who smuggled duty free
Portland.
liquor and oriental peoples, at
However only a mile of times during American history
trackway was cleared. During when their immigration was forthe boom expectations, land
bidden.
speculation was high and many
beautiful homes were built in the
A SERIES of underground
last half of the 19th century,'
from the beach surface in
tunnels
The Northwest people of this
the stores on Water Street, which
period also left behind a legend parallels
the beach.
that few people would associate
The tunnels are in dangerous
with the quiet residential streets condition
today andare not open
of the city today.
to public view.
Over 200 Victorian homes are
PORT Townsend has a wild
by Susan Burkhardt
Planned as a shipping port on
Puget Sound during a boom
period in the 1880s, today Port

past.

the object of a scenic drive
around the city. Port Townsend.
has painted a trail of sea gull
figures on the streets which pass
the building of greatest historic
interest.
SOME OF the homes hold

tours regularly,but the finest are
open to the public annually in

September during the Victorian
Homes Tour sponsored by the
Chamber of Commerce.
In May, Port Townsend is
crowded with visitors who come
to enjoy the Rhododendron
Festival which includes one
grand parade, sports and
children's events, dances, a carnival, arts and crafts, antique
and flower shows and home
tours.

In August the Jefferson CounFair is held within the city.
Local citizens submit things they
or
have made, baked, raised
themselves — namely
grown
livestock, flowers, crafts and
baked goods. ___.
PORT Townsend is easily
accessible by Greyhound bus for
those who do not have cars. It is
fun to spend a day just walking
through the shops which try to
emphasize local art and antiques.
students in mind, but mainly for
Students who plan to take
the junior businessman and their cars can take the Seattlesecretary-set.They are almost all
Winslow Ferry or the Edmondsbum.
Kingston Ferry.
For jazz freaks, the Pioneer
Banque always has fine first-line
talent, such as Dizzy Gillespie,
Freddie Hubbard, George Benson and Grover Washington Jr.,
to name a few. The Banque is
located at First and Yeslerdown
in Pioneer Square. There is a
$3.50 cover and drinks are $1.25
by Val Kincaid
before the first show and $1.75
The
ol'
race track where forafter the show starts.
tunes are made and lost. I'd
rate,
The talent is first
and if
about this fine old
you're into jazz, the price is heard so much
establishment
that I decided to
worth it. The crowd is young try myluck betting on the ponies.
intellectual potheads and they
Ipaid my $1.75 entrance fee.
are adrag,but themusic is good.
WELL, KIDS, thereyou have
MY FIRST worry was how to
it, local taverns and a few dan- pick the winninghorse. Ibought
cing taverns. Not too many a copy of the racing form. 1
taverns dance nowadays. They bought a copy of "Penelope's
bought acopy of "Will's
just don't build them like they Picks." I
used to!
Wins." Both Penelope and Will
All serve one main purpose: assured me that if Ibet on the
beer. For you minors who can't horses that they'd selected I'd be
always slide in, your bestbets are sure to win.
Unfortunately, Penelope and
the Broadway, the Cellar, the
Banque and the Rainbow. The Will had picked different "sure
others are hit and miss, but you wins" for most races. So, I
thought, I'll rely on the racing
usually miss.
ty

g, eating, etc.
weekdays

ALSOIN the U. Districtis the
Rainbow Tavern, located one
block east of 1-5 on 45th. The
Rainbow will pop up with some
good talent sometimes. There is
no dancing, though. It's more of
a sit back, get drunk and listentype place.

This week the Rainbow has
Albert Collins, a fine guitar
player. The cover is $1.50 on
weekdays, but goes up on the
weekends. This tav is very nice
inside.
The Pier 70 Tavern, yes, on
Pier 70, offers dancing and a live
band and really cooks on
weekends. The Pier features
local bands and people go there
to dance and get to know each
other better. Yes, Virginia, Pier
70is where guys can go to pick up
a girl, or of course, where you
ladies can go to pick up a guy.
The Pier is a friendly place,good
for an evening of drinking and
boogying.

THESE FOUR taverns are all
worthwhile to check out. I'm
sure at least one will be agreeable
to you. No others around the
area are designed with college

beaches.

How do you spot a likely
digging spot for razor clams once
you reach the ocean? First wait
for a low tide. Then,accordingto
Talevich, journalism
John
department chairman and
respected.clam authority, there
are two ways to do it.
IN SURF digging, the hunter
waits for a retreating wave and
■

route,

If you take the former
drive through Winslow and visit
St. Olafs churchin Poulsbo.The
route from Kingston to the Hood
Canal Bridge winds by Port
Gamble, which also has many
beautiful old homes from early

photo by susan burkhardl
Northwest history.
For further information write
the Port Townsend Chamber of
Commerce, Information Center,
Sims Way at Kearney Street,
Port Townsend, WA 98368 or
phone 385-2722.

The great American pastime
a day at the horse races

Digging expertise guaranteed
by John Sutherland
Clam digging: salt air, a fresh
ocean breeze and damp sand
underfoot. It's all part of an
exciting and possibly backbreakingexperiencefor aclam hunter.
Thereare twokinds of preyfor
the sportsman. Soft or razor
clams occupy the ocean beaches
while hard or rock clams are
found on Puget Sound and
Hood's Canal.
THERE are two basic
weapons for the beginning or
veteran clam digger. For the
ocean beaches, a thin-bladed
clam shovel or a clam gun,a tube
that lifts out sections of sand in
one motion, willdo the trick.For
the inland beaches a garden
shovel is the only implement
needed.
The hotbed for razor clams is
the Olympic North Beach, a few
miles north of Aberdeen and
Hoquiam. The trip can be made
from Seattle inabout two-and-ahalf-hours. Take Interstate
HighwayFive south to Aberdeen
and follow signs to the ocean

Downtown Port Townsend
—

then looks for small "v" shapesin
the wet sand. The the fun begins.
If equipped with a shovel, the
digger should carefully insert the
shovel into the sand, about four
inches from the clam's suspected
hiding place, from the ocean side
of the beach. This is because
clams tend to slant towards the
ocean, Talevich said.
If the first shovelful of sand
turns up nothing, that means the.
digger either goofed in selecting
his digging location or else the
clam has dug further into the
sand. The longer the digger
stands pondering his situation,
the deeper into the sand the clam
is likely to have dug.
The quick digger, with a few
shovelfuls of sand and a few
grunts,may get lucky andend up
with a five-inch clam.
THE SECOND method involves digging in dry sand. Look
lor a small hole in the sand or
squirts of water rising into the

air. Then repeat the digging
process. Rock clams can also be
found by using this method.
The season for clam digging
on ocean beaches runs from October 1 to June 30. From October I to March 15 digging is
allowed 24 hours a day,but from
March 16 to June 30 diggingruns
only in the a.m. hours, ending at
nooneach day.Thelimit ofrazor
clams is 15 per digger.
Rock clams can be dug on the
Sound 24 hours a day,every day
of the year. The limit is seven
pounds per person.
To assist the hunter in his
quest, tide books are published
containing the times of low tides
on ocean and Sound beaches.
The daily papers also list the
times of low tides.
The rest is up to the digger.
With a few strained muscles, a
little patience and a taste for
clams, thehunt can be successful.
Good hunting!

form. The form helped me a lot. between him and the rest of the
horses.
"And they're turning into the
its number, its jockeyandalot of
home
stretch!" the announcer
confusing
other rather
data.
I picked the horse with my called. The winninghorse crossfavorite number. I picked the ed the finish line. The second
horse with my favorite name. place horse crossed the finish
Then the horses paraded by and I line. Eleven horses later, Three
picked the horse whose jockey Legs crossed the finish line. This
wore the prettiest colors. This horse racing wasa disappointing
horse racing was a confusing business.
business!
For the next race, 1 decided to
FINALLY Ilooked at the pick my horse a little more
board in front of me that said thoughtfully. 1 carefully studied
"odds" and asked the gentleman the form again. Iread. Iconcennext to me to explain what
trated. Ianalyzed. Finally, Idid
"odds" were.
what 1 thought was wisest. I
He told me. Then there was no picked the horse with my lucky
doubt in my mind which one 1 number.
would bet on.
Imarched down, put my $2on
I went downstairs, walked up Lucky Number 6. Another $2!
to a betting window and put $2 to
This horse racing was an expenwin on number 13, "Only Three sivebusiness. Lucky paraded by,
Legs."
lined up in the gate, took off at
I was excited. After all, the the flag and came in first.
odds on"Only Three Legs" were
IWENT down and collected
99-1! That was great! Imean, my $2.50. The odds on Number 6
that man had said that on a 99-1
been quiet as good but the
bet, a person could make $196! hadn't
feeling Igot when 1walked to the
Everyone would be so surprised window marked "pay" wasgreat!
if Iwon thatmuch at my first day
This horse racing was a fun
at the track! This horse racing business.
* * ♥
was a fun business!
THEN THE horses paraded
Horse racing IS fun
by on their way to the starting
The above is a fictionalized
gate. "Only Three Legs" was account of a first day at the
beautiful! Hisback slopedgently infamous horse races. Whether
in the middle and his trainer had you're a once-a-season better or
decorated him with white tapeall an everyday tan, the thrill of the
the way up two of his legs.
horse races is something
"Come on. Three Legs," I everyone should experience.
whispered as he walked slowly
Renton's Longacres opens
by. He turned and looked at me. May 14. Post time, the time of
Right then, 1 knewhe would win. the first race, is 4:15 p.m. on
The horses entered the starting weekdays and 1:15 p.m. on
gate.
weekends. General admission is
1 heard the man— announce $1.75. Metro Transit offers a
over the loudspeaker "The flag "pony express" bus that leaves
is up!" Come on, Three Legs, I from 2nd and Pike in front of
thought. "And there they go!" Penney's to the track. Call Metro
the man shouted.
for time and cost details.
IHAD THE utmost faith in
For those who want to try the
my horse. He had stumbled a ponies right away, two tracks in
little as he came out of the gates, the Northwest area are now
and was a couple lengths behind open.
Portland Meadows, located in
the rest of the pack, but 1 had
seen National Velvet and a lot of Portland, is a three-hour drive
other movies in which the nicest from Seattle. Post time is 7:15
horse had won. And after all, I p.m. on Wednesdays and
needed the money at least as Fridays and I or 1:30 p.m. on
much as Elizabeth Taylor had! weekends.The season lasts until
"And they're rounding the May 26.
Yakima Meadows, a sevenback stretch!" the speaker
blared. "Come on,Three Legs!" I hour drive from Seattle, has a 1
veiled. My horse strained as he p.m. post time and is only open
tried to close the 10 length gap on weekends.
It listed the name of each horse,
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S.U. metropolis features some study, much play
by Josephine Mallo
Which places on campus do
S.U. students haunt in their
never ending search for adventure, entertainment, food or
small talk? Campus life at S.U.
provides an interesting menu,
dependent upon one's personal
interests.

RESTAURANTS

Food,
common
a
denominator for anyone, draws
students to Tabard Inn, the
Chieftain and SAGA, S.U.s
food service.
Tabard Inn, located in the
Student Union building, accommodates mainly dorm students.
Operated by ASSU, it offers the
student a menu of hamburgers,
sandwiches, shakes and fries in
an old English atmosphere. In
one corner of Tabard is a
foosball table, in another corner
is a juke box with the latest
and spotlighted in the
nter is a small stagewith S.U.s
lblem in the background.
Because of its hours, Tabardis
favorite student oasi* after a
study night in the library, after
dates or games. Tabard's
daytime hours are 12 p.m. to 1:30
p.m. and from 2:30 p.m. to 5
p.m., Monday through Friday.
Evening hours are from 8:30
to 11 p.m., Sunday through
Thursday nights, and Tabard is
closed Saturday and Friday

funds

The hours for the bookstore presents a cultural display along
are from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., with theresearch materialitcontains. The display cases feature
Monday through Friday.
many topics of interest to the
browsing student. The library
SCENIC VIEWS
S.U.s landscaping offers an also has a rare book room that
interesting item for botany and invites a closer look.
Teatro Inigo features a
zoology majors, as well as inproduction
each quarter,
curable
romantics.
and
ping-pong
Pool tables
produced
and
casted by S.U.
Seattle
Memorial
The Chief
games offer another alternative
The Teatro is an infountain,
lawn
students.
the
at
the
Liberal
There
for weekend amusement.
Arts building, Buhr Halland the teresting alternative for evening
is a slight for equipment rental
library
lawn are the favorite entertainment.
his
must
surrender
stuand one
The Liturgical Center,located
sun-worshipers,
spots
among
dent identification card or his
on
the top floor of the L.A.
couples.
and
Between
picnickers
meal ticket at the desk.Thereis a
classes, the mall between Pigott building,is thelocation midnight
damage fee for broken equipand the L.A. building draws folk masses every Saturday
ment, so handle with care.
male on-lookers who view the night.
CENTER
always
seem
SHOPPING
Pinball machines
passing panorama.
a
ready
S.U. Bookstore offers
audience and
to draw a
Little known tourist attracASSU conducts senate
emotions are high duringagame. market for'books and supplies,
Tempers flare when a coin drops as well as records, posters and tions are the top floors of Cam- meetings every Mondayat 7 p.m.
Lemieux Library, in the Chieftain Conference
into a slot of adefective machine, other items. Be sure toleave your pion and A. A.
breath-taking
which
a
view room. Students are invited to
provided
or
has
books
in
the
shelves
never to return.
nighttime
participate and to see how stulockers
Seattle.
operated
of
Piano roomsare also provided in the coin
government functions.
dent
browsing.
Located
in
the
musically
inclined
before
for the
CULTURAL,
SPIRITUAL
Here
is your ticket to enterfor
one-stop
building,
same
amateurs.
shopping,are the Post Office and AND POLITICAL CENTERS tainment on campus. Take your
Sports
A. A. Lemieux Library pick of the menu and have fun.
Located a few blocks away the Duplicating Center.

Xavier. The S.U. t.v. fan must
realize that the unspokencodein
t.v. rooms is that programs are
chosenon the basis ofa majority
vote. Violators of the code are
often informed of their social
blunder.

from Bellarmine is Connolly
P.E. Center. It offers S.U.
students with identification the
use of two swimming pools, a
sauna, handball, tennis, basketball, badminton and squash
courts. Included at Connolly are
gymnastics equipment and
weightlifting rooms. Hint:make
your reservation early for any of
the courts.
For assorted other sports,
such as frisbee ora quietgame of
"catch," the lawn at Buhr Hall
and wide open spaces of the
parking lots are great spots.

So this is parking

Making it at Queen City's make outs

car, ignoring myescort's protests
by Prudence
When first handed the assign- and went over to one of thecars
Chieftain, located alongside
Tabard, is operated by SAGA. ment "ParkingSpots in Seattle," to investigate. 1 knocked on the
'52 Dodge and
The Chieftain is perfect for those 1 was flustered. 1 picked up the door of a green
girl
jumped
up.
boy
Department
of
the
and
classes,
phone,
called the
in-between
coffee breaks
said, "but
me,"
I
Vehicles
and
asked
them
"EXCUSE
Motor
as
a
rendezvous
for
offor
campus friends. Hamburgers, where they took their potential could you please tell me why

sandwiches and coffee are the
main fare at the Chieftain. Its
hours are 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. Monday through Friday.Chances are
that the tardy student who
strides into early morningclasses
with a styrofoam cup filled with
coffee in his hand is a faithful
customer of the Chieftain.
SAGA, located in Bellarmine
Hall, serves breakfast, lunch and

dinner to the entire on-campus
population. SAGA offers unlimited second helpings, drinks
and friendly conversation.
Whole trays of food crash to the
floor and all eyes turn to watch
the embarrassed student at
SAGA. Across cafeteria tables,
girls watch the boys watch the
girls watch the boys. One is
invited to linger over coffee, to
overhear conversations in a
variety of languages and topics.
ENTERTAINMENT
For those students faced with
the decision of what to do on a
weekend night, the answer may
be found in the lobbies and
basements of Bellarmine and
Xavier halls.
TV rooms are scattered
throughout Bellarmine and

He offered to show me the
submarine races at Golden Gardens. Ireadily acceptedand said
that I'd never seen them before.
He laughed and we droveoff. We
arrived to find the same type of
activity taking place.Iwondered
aloud why these couples didn't
licensees parking. The man on you're doing this here?"
"Did my mother send you?" use lint brushes or, at least,
the other end of the line coughed
remove it in the light of the day
and suggested that Icall the the girl asked me.
"Hey, lady, gVan down to when they could see. As for the
Police Department. Idid.
"Excuse me," Isaid,"Will you
please tell me where the parking
spots are in Seattle?"
"Are you new in town
ma'am?" he asked. "You sound
like a nice girl. Why don't you
join some clubs instead?"
AFTER this run around 1 was
prepared to give up, but a young
man in one of my classes, after
listening to my sorrowful plight,
volunteered to takeme parking. 1
gratefully accepted.
We set out Wednesday night
to West Seattle's "Viewpoint"
overlooking a hill, which in turn
overlooked the Sound, Space
Needle and bank building. "So,
this is parking," Isaid. Inoticed
about 20 other cars in the
moderately-sized parking lot.
There was a boy and a girl in 'Shelley's Leg'and getyour kicks
every car, each engaged in what there."
Commenting that they weren't
appeared, in the dark, tobe"lintvery friendly, 1 checked out some
picking."
The girl always sat very close of the other cars, only to find the
to the boy and with her arms occupants engaged insimilar acaround his neck, she intently tivities. 1 joined my escort again
involved herself in picking lint and asked that we tour some of
off his sweater. 1 got out of the the other places.

grass in which to deposit the
dust.
Volunteer Park was next. My
escort told me that his favorite
activity was going "volunteering

through the park." This was a

process in which the guy drives
through the park, his date ducks
down, he rolls down his

window

and drives slowly, repeating the
phrase, "I volunteer. 1

— an by susan burkhardl
guess the
that night.
Next on the agenda was "the
Pitts" onMagnolia Boulevard. A
fence in front of quite a few tall
trees kept us from seeing much of
the Sound, but there they were
picking lint! At least
again
there was a garbage can on the
races, 1
water was too rough

submarine

-

volunteer." Young men,he said,
come streaming out of the trees,
bushes and parked cars. Then the
guy takes his cue,the girlpops up
and they roar off. 1 could never
understand this strange ritual. I
was still trying to figure out why
people in Seattle went "lintpicking."

Frye Art Museum: whatever's good and interesting
Charles Frye liked German art.
by Susan Burkhardt
The Fryes collected the painIt is only three blocks off

campus, over the hill from A. A.
Lemieux Library on the corner
of Cherry and Terry.
The Charles and Emma Frye
Art Museum presents
"whatever's good and interesting," according to Mrs.
Walser S. Greathouse, president.

I

MRS. GREATHOUSE has
>rked to build up the museum
since its beginning in 1952, doing
many different jobsincluding the
landscaping. She believes in
presenting a variety in the Frye
Museum.
The permanent art collection
contains paintings of 13 different
nationalities of the 19th and 20th
centuries.
There are a large number of
German paintings because
6

tings and placed them in their

home at 9th and Columbia. The

museum is supported by funds
from Frye's investments and
commercial warehouses left to
the museum after his death in
1940.
THE

PERMANENT

collection, displayed in three

rooms of the modern and
spacious seven room museum,
do indeed reflect a variety of
styles and subject matter.
Every imaginable aspect of
19thand early20th century life is
portrayed in impressionistic and
romantic paintings of ducks,
nature, women,gypsies,hunting
and social life.
A fourth room contains
drawings incharcoal,pastelsand
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pencil, including a pencil sketch
by Andrew Wyeth of a New
England Indian, Nogeeshik
Aguash.
The last three rooms are for
changing exhibitions. Mrs.
Greathouse also believes "art is
regional." Themuseum presently
has on display the works of four
Alaskan artists. This display,
whichendsSunday, is well worth
seeing.

RIEMUNOZpaints in casein,
a water color made from milk.
He produces humorous and
colorful protraits of Alaskanlife
including berry pickers,
crabbers, cross country skiing,
laundryday,clamdigging andan
Eskimo story teller.
Jean Shadrach uses vivid
acrylic to create impressionistic
and vital views of Alaskan

wildlife.
Don Putman's western painHer "Large Dear on ice," which tings and Lisel Salzer's Vienna
presents a polar bear in his enamels willbe featured May 20
natural setting, is the most strik- through June 8.
ing painting in the room. The
frozennorthis portrayedin blues
and yellows, giving an impression of white.
Dale DeArmond, who works
in woodcut, portrays the literary
Registration for next year's
and folk legends of the Alaskan
dorm
rooms will be next
pictures.
Her
people in her
Monday, Tuesday and
emphasis is on design and form.
Wednesday.
John Pitcher creates perfect
Students who will be
representations of Alaskan birds
seniors
next year mayregister
and insects. He has watched and
Monday; those to be juniors
sketched birds in flight and can
Tuesday and those to be
reporduce their likeness in rich
sophomores Wednesday.
colors.
Registration is from 2-3
The Frye Art Museum will
p.m. on alldays in theoffice of
feature paintings by Flora CorFr. Leonard F. Sitter, S.J.,
rea and photographs by Phil
second floor Chieftain.
Webber April 29 through May
10.

dorm registration

Connolly: Solutions sought
for security, i.d. problems
by John Sutherland
Nine exit doors at the Connolly P.E. Center are the main

reason for incidentsof vandalism
at the center, Jack Henderson,
director of the center, said Mon-

Outside groups with supervisors who have contracted to
use the center are not causing the
problems, Henderson said.
These groups are revenueproducing for the University.

day.
Any exit door beside the main
entrance becomes an entry point
for people to enter the center
illegally. When a person leaves
through one of the side doors

Desa Gese, freshman,feels itis
safe in the girls' locker room. "I
wouldn't feel safe if in the guys'
locker room." She said locker
room personnel should be increased.
Mike Pagan, freshman, "feels
safe if a lock is kept on equipment. They couldn't run it any
more unless they put a cop in the
locker room."

HOWEVER, THE guest
privileges for one group Henderson declined to name have been
suspended and may be canceled
entirely for next year.
STAN UMAMOTO, junior,
"Seventy-five percent of this
someone waiting outside can
enter, Henderson explained.
group is nice but the others are said there is "no security system
causing problems," he pointed here. The only way to avoid
having valuables stolen is to not
WE
can't
bar
out.
"HOWEVER
problem
The
was caused bring them at all. Idon't feel itis
exit doors because of city fire
codes," he said. There isn't because the group's i.d. cards S.U. students; it's Boys' Club or
money to hire guards for nine didn't have pictures, allowing SCC. People don't want to come
exitsand the cost of t.v.monitors anyone to use the card without here for fear of getting ripped
the i.d. checker being able to off."
is also prohibitive.
He suggested having"asystem
"I am more aware of the lack verify the identification.
problem
with
to
check valuables into someone
Connolly
than
There
is
also
a
security
of
at
students who sponsor other peo- who will be there all the time."
most students realize," HenderKaylia Kahele, freshman,said
son noted. "I've been working at ple. The purpose in guest
legitimate
to
■that
because women have to
long
let a
solving the problema
time." privileges is
A new security planconsists of friend of a student into the check out locks and the same
the construction of new i.d. center. The sponsor is supposed locks are used again and again,
desks, now taking place. Begin- to enter andleave the building at "someone is bound to know the
ning infall 1975 students, guests, the same time as the guest, combination." She takes her
clothes to the area of the center
faculty, staff and others will be Henderson said.
But many students are she is using.
required to leave some type of
Her solution is to "start bring- FIRST BASEMAN Ken Waite stretches for a wide throw in
i.d. at the entry desk. This will pressured into sponsoringpeople
make people leave through the who hang around the i.d. desk, ing in our own locks."
action Sunday afternoon against Boise State. The Chiefs
main door, thus cutting off en- waiting for someone with valid
managed
to lose three out of four games to the visitors from
NAKATA,
MARVIN
trance through side doors, i.d. After the student allows the
Idaho,
the first game by a 2-1 tally and then losing
winning
guest in, they often go their freshman, commented "If there
Henderson said.
straight by scores of 10-5, 6-4 and 5-3. The squad now
separate ways,with the possibili- was good security there would be three
robberies;
I
for
really
no
feel
actually
the
is
a 3-14 season record and a 1-9 ledger in NOR-PAC
sports
guest
that
ty
AS FOR thefts inside the
victims)."
room,
(robbery
people
those
said,
center, Henderson
photo by Jeffrey c.a. rietveld
"Recent- waiting to rob the locker
league play.
He suggested a follow up on
ly we haven't had thefts from the Henderson explained.
previous thefts. "Ask how thefts
locker room." Improvement here
THERE HAVE been 39 theft occurred, when, who was on
consists of 28 new handles put on
reports filed this year by people duty." He also feels there should
lockers that were broken.
person at the
It is important to know about using the center. This is the first be more than oneperson
is often
thefts, Henderson commented. year theft records have been towel desk. "This
Students should let us know kept, but Henderson feels that occupied with other things."
An unidentified female i.d.
what happens. Then we possibly incidents are no worse than checker,
main entrance, said,
will see a pattern of thefts before.
"Security
is a bigjoke."She feels
The S.U. soccer teamhas kept games plus exhibition games.
Controls should helpsecurity,
developandbe able to stop them.
security
to
Two weeks ago the Chiefs
busy during winter and
there
isn't
sufficient
usually
occur
he
itself
Most thefts
said.
ventured to foreign soil for exHow do S.U. students feel protect people who work here or spring quarters.
when a large group of people is
use the building. There is no one
In January the team entered hibition games. The team put up
present in the locker room. This about security at Connolly?
especially
the
you,
support
to
sampling
A random
of
the Washington State Senior a good show for S.U.
is because the locker room is
A week ago Saturday the
poorly designed for security, he students at the center were asked, girls. She said a male once Men's league, division one,
when
squeezing
her
hand
whjch
in
started
13
teams.
Chiefs
took on tough Vancouver
leaving
competing
has
explained. The location of the "Do you feel secure
College.Vancouver was unCity
she
refused
him
admittance.
your
belongings
locker
in
the
locker
desk
in
the
men's
towel
S.U. finished third in the con- defeated in three-and-a-half
room is in the middle of the room?" and "Do you have
SHE THINKS the women's ference with a 8-3-2 win-loss-tie years on its home field. The
baskets, which makes ithard for
suggestions for improving
locker room is very safe."Ladies record. All three losses were by Chiefs defeated Vancouver 2-1
the attendant to see the whole security?"
bring their husbands' things into one goal, the team being strong with Tim Allen netting both
room.
competition up to the final whis- goals.
AN UNIDENTIFIED male their locker room."
"Peoplelaugh
when
asked
for
Sunday the Chiefs took on St.
been
MOST THEFTS occur in the towel attendant who has
tle.
Alongwith the last fall's varsi- Alice, a team comprised of local
men's locker room. There is 10 workingat Connolly sincespring i.d. They sayyou only work here,
in a 3-1
times moreuse of the men's than quarter said he has seen van- why should you care." checker, ty squad of Steve Ailen, Tim soccer all-stars, and lost
Allen, Steve Anderson, Mike decision. The Chiefs played exAnother female i.d.
women's locker room, Hender- dalism occur.
son commented.
A month ago he was putting main entrance, said there is no Bates, Pat Bates, Bill Charters, tremely well and controlled the
"We caught one person red- the towels away,leavingthe desk emergency button to push when Pat Benedict, Dan Dapper,Dave tempo of the game in the second
an emergency occurs.
Hammer, and Scott Shoemaker, half but could not penetrate the
handed with bolt cutters. But it's unattended, when two
" blacks
that
students
at
this,"
not
a
She
feels
hard to do
he said.
the squad picked up a few new opponent's net.
stole a friend's wallet. lam
racist, but Iam so afraid of black private schools should have players. The new booters inMay 2, 3 and 4 the team will
private facilities. She suggested terested in playing for S.U. next travel to Washington State Unpeople," he said.
Tony Bias,sophomore, said he opening the center later in the fall, are Steve Allmain, George iversity in Pullman. The Chiefs
Brown, Bruce Helm, Marty are one of eight teams in the
is "not really secure when he day to off-campus groups.
The action of other students Moynahan and Mark Willsie.
Quality Xerox
leaves things in the locker room.
WSU Invitational tourney,
He has a friend who had things has cut the rights of S.U.
Three new teams have been which will be comprised of teams
& Printing
stolen. For improvements. Bias students. Because others abuse added to the Northwest from Washington, Idaho, Monsuggested there shouldbe two or the guest privileges S.U. students Collegiate Soccer Conference for tana and Oregon.The Chiefs are
three people in the locker room were also reduced from spon- tbe fall. New members are the now preparing for the weekend
checking. "Many times no one is soring three guests to one she University of Oregon, Oregon and hope to bring home the first
commented.
State University and Simon place trophy.
there."
Two signs in the men's locker Fraser University.
Akegger is plannedfor 9 p.m.DIANE COLACURCIO, room seem to adequately sum up
Simon Fraser is a strong
PRONTO PRINT
freshman, said "Nothing of mine the situation at Connolly. One perennial soccer power in -1 a.m. Friday in Tabard Inn to
210 Broadway E.
fund the soccer team's trip
has ever been stolen. She had no reads "We are not responsible for Canada. Three of its varsity help
to
WSU.
Cost is $1.50 for all the
EA 4-0435
articles."
The
other
lost
or
stolen
improvement.
players
are
of
the
Canmembers
ideas for
says "Danger Thieves!Unlocked adian Olympic Team and the beer you can drink.
lockers are sure to be ripped off. goal keeper is now being looked
Most of the fees have been
Locked lockers may be clipped." at by the Seattle Sounders of the paid by the team members
f432!njniv«flil^W»^rr-63T3131J
throughout the season. Proceeds
NASL.
from the kegger will help to pay
Addition
of
the
three
new
WINNER
ACADEMY AWARD
teams will increase the Chief- the registration fee for the WSU
BEST DOCUMENTARY FILM
tain's conference schedule to 18 tourney and travel costs.
DAILY AT 7:15 AND 9:25
SAT/SUN CONT. FROM 3:00 P.M.
LET KELLY
yjr^V
Let us help you:
DR. F. W. DRAGOO
|V/
BE YOUR
PLAN AHEAD
"Should be seen by every
OPTOMETRIST
IfIf,
SECOND
To Become a CPA
Charles Champlin, L.A.Times
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Booters stay busy

during winter, spring
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A Warner Communications Company^

THE BECKER
CPA REVIEW COURSE

Seattle
(206) 682-8000
Our Successful Students

Represent

" General Optometry
" Prescribing
and Fitting
Of Contact Lenses

Suite 927 Joshua Green Bldg
Fourth and Pike
Seattle, Wash. 98101
Office Hours By Appointment
New Phone Numbers
Office: 624-3129
Residence: 325-5287

BEST MAN

VT^7

AT YOUR WEDDING AND MAKE
IT A PICTORIAL MEMORY YOU
BOTH CAN TREASURE FOR A

SLIFE

...

TIME

ELLY'S PHOTOGRAPHY
2200 S.W., Barton
Seattle, Wash 98106

RO 3-8716—
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CARE for mom on Mom's Day *

"
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Alpha Phi Omega, S.U.
service fraternity, has a new idea
for Mother's Day, May 11.
The gift is guaranteed to fit',
needs noassembly and has never
been exchanged, according to
Allen Lee, president of S.U.s
Kappa Rho chapter.
Life-giving aid to the poverty
stricken via CARE is the idea.
CARE delivers the gift and
supplies a card notifying each
honoree.
Ten dollars feeds many

children and five dollars can send
tools and agricultural implements.
Flyers describing the service
are being distributed throughout
the campus. Minimum donation
is two dollars.

Those wanting to give the gift
may contact Allen Lee at 626-5870 or any A Phi O.Orsend the
gift directly to CARE, Frederick
& Nelson, Seattle, WA 98111,
with the names and addresses of

for the best logo design
for the festival.
The winning logo design
receives a prize of $50, donated
by the Capitol Hill Chamber of
Commerce.
The deadline for all entries is
next Wednesday 5 p.m. The
design should easily identify the
festivaland must be flexible to be
used ina variety of ways,such as
a poster,flag orbutton. Ease and
economy of production are also
important considerations.
Entering artists should live or
work on Capitol Hill. S.U.
students are eligible to participate. Entries should not be
smaller than three by three inches or exceed three by threefeet.
contest

Berrigan to speak
Half of the anti-war Berrigan Wednesday in the A.A.Lemieux
duo will speak at noon next Library Auditorium.
Phillip Berrigan, a former
Josephite priest who left the
order to marry, is being sponsored at S.U. by the ASSU.
Berrigan's active anti-war and
pro-civil rights stanceduring the
Entries should have artist's turbulent '60s and early '70s
name, address and phone irritated his superiors in New
Orleans. He and several others,
number on the back.
Entries should be mailed or including his brother,Fr. Daniel
delivered between 12 to 6 p.m. to Berrigan, S.J., formed Clergy
1525 10th Aye., Seattle, Wash. and Lay Concerned About the
98112. For more information, War in 1965.
contact Susan Brown at 447The event is open to the public
-4729 or Carla Wulfsberg at 543- and there will not be an admission charge.
-5953.

S.U. business majors
hold awards banquet

S.U.s Associated Students of Berry, president of Seattle First
Business will have their Fifth National Bank.
Tickets for the affair are $7.50
Annual Spring Awards Banquet
Campion
a
Information and reserperson.
May
17
in
the
on
vations may be obtained from
Tower dining facility.
The banquet will begin with a the Associated Students of
no-host social hour at 6:30 p.m. Business, 626-6475, or the
Guest speaker will be CM. School of Business, 626-5457.

Foreign policy to be discussed
A wide range of expertise in
the form of four S.U. faculty
members will discuss recent setbacks in U.S. foreign policy in
"American Foreign Policy:
Whither or Whether?" at noon
today in the A. A. Lemieux
Library Auditorium.
Dr. Ben Cashman, associate
professor of political science and
chairman of that department;
Captain Gordon Larson, assistant
professor of military
science; Albert Mann, associate
professor of history, and Ron
Wilby, lecturer in business, will
be the panelists. Thomas
Trebon, assistant professor of
political science, will moderate.

There will be brief commen- also time set aside for questions
taries on the major issues facing and discussion.
It's free.
America's foreign policy and

Athletes to speak on
Christianity

Two athletes will speak on
their lives as Christianmen in the
world of professional sports at
noon Friday in the A. A.
Lemieux Library Auditorium.

Ed Mooney,offensive lineman
of the WFL's Shreveport
Steamer and former Baltimore
Colt, and Russ Knipp, holder of

Newsbr ic fs

I
" MCAT

DAT
NOW ENROLLING
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#

the honorees.

Design competition
results from CHAOS
CHAOS, Capital Hill Arts on
Show,amulti-media arts festival
featuring art and artists from
Capitol Hill, is sponsoring a

PREPARATION FOR

insports

24 national and nine world
weightlifting records, participated in an AthletesinAction
"Sports Spectacular" last night
in the Seattle Center Arena as
partof the Puget Sound Athletes
in Action Week.
Athletes in Action is an affiliate of the CampusCrusade for
Christ.

Spectrum

TODAY
Spectator: 2 p.m. staff
<,
meeting. Third floor McCusker.
Phi Beta: 5:30 p.m.important
meeting in Xavier lobby.
TOMORROW
Aegis: 2:30 p.m. mandatory
Everyone is invited to make the Mt.Si hike with the Pathfinders
meeting. Second floor Mcstaff
interested
is
meeting
everyone
A
for
Sunday.
Saturday
and
this
Cusker.
scheduled for 7 p.m. tomorrow in S.U. 2. Equipment willbe loaned
out and details discussed.

J

Q
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STANLEY H, KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTEH

VSy
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Since 1938

Stiff If
"<"#"#!
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY IN ROME
June 12- August 18, 1975
intensive 7-week beginner's course in Italian in Rome.
"An15credit
S62o
" Student hours—
airlare— Ss67 plus $3 tax Ten per cent deposit, balance payin
months
three years at six percent.
able
six
"" Airlare valid lor oneoryear.
deposit
accommodations— approximately $475 ($2OO
Board and roomreservation)—
includes all accommodations except perby May 1 lor
sonal laundry.

Name
Address
City
Mail to: Italian Institute InRome
Seattle University
Seattle. Washington 98122

state
or

Phone: f.K. Bisciglia. S.J.
Director

626-6200

SUMMER JOBS!
Under the Army ROTC Two YearProgram you
can attend a six-week camp this summer (and
earn over $500), take ROTC in your junior and
senior years and receive a commission along with
your diploma. If you're a veteran you don't even
have to attend the six-week summer camp.
TheROTC program will pay you $1,000 a year
during your junior and senior years. After graduation you will start on active duty at over $10,000 a
year. For more information contact Captain Gordon Larson, 626-5775, at Seattle University.

IT' vjl %sJ!$,$, ?v
The Seattle University Veterans Affairs office is designated to provide
Veterans and other eligible persons assisitance with:
Information
Applications for Benefits
Late and Undelivered Checks
Many other matters

//e/ie's: a 6ettefc Idea//

For Prompt action, whatever the question or porblem, stop by this office
first before calling the VA Regional Office.
The Veterans Office is located in the SeattleUniversity bookstore building,
Financial Aid office, (626-6560) and is staffed by:
Bill Pebley— Veterans Coordinator
Jim becker— Veterans Administration Vet Rep
Shirley Speese— Secretary
Roger Schofield Administrative Assisitant

—

si climb

life convention

[Classifieds

and staff interested in attending the
Washington State Right to Life convention next weekend at Sea-Tac
Motor Inn can pick up registration forms on Students for LIFE
bulletin boards at the Bookstore and Bellarmine lobby.
Cost is $10 for students, $20 for non-students and $30 for
married couples.
One room apt., appliances, laundry,
Students, faculty

tutoring
Free tutoring of minority students in all academic subjects
taught on campusisavailable through theOffice of Minority Affairs.
Students interested in this service or willing to be paid to tutor
may contact Doris Hill,chief counselor, or Felicia Greene, student
coordinator,Office of Minority Affairs, 626-6226.

spring search

Spring Quarter Search is scheduled for the weekend of May 2, 3
office,
and 4. Applications may be picked up in the Campus Ministry
third floor Pigott, or by contacting Ffi Chuck Schmitz, S.J., 626-5901.

classical guitar

share bath, utilities paid. $50-65
month. 323-6276.
Arcadia-St. Paul Apartments. Excellent location. Walk to campus.
Two and three bedroomapartments
from $150. Bachelor $80.Rooms $40.
EA 5-0227 or EA 9-9138.

SUMMER JOBS
If you still have2 years of college to
go, ArmyROTC will send you toa six
week course this summer (and pay
you over $500), enroll you inROTC
during your junior and senior years
(and pay you $1,000 a year) and then
commission you as an officer (and
pay you over $10,000 a year to start).
Contact Captain Larson, 626-5775, at
Seattle University.

Jeffrey Van, classical guitarist, will perform at 8 p.m. next FUTURE CPA's. Learn how to
Wednesday in the A.A. Lemieux Library Auditorium. Van's prepare for the CPA Exam. BECKER
appearance is being sponsored by Sears and Roebuck Foundation CPA REVIEW COURSE. Call collect.
Seattle— (2o6) 682-8000.
and the National Endowment for the Arts.
8
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In Seattle Area (206) 329-1970

Write a check for it.
A RainierBank checking account is aneasy
way to pay for things. There's no need to
carry a lot of cash. And your cancelled
checks are great receipts. Open one at your
nearby Rainier Bank office.

Rmmerßank
Member

F D.IC.

